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Abstract 37 

Nonlinear features of ultrasonic guided waves (GWs) is studied for debonding detection 38 

and location estimation in rebar reinforced concrete structure. The study shows that the 39 

presence of debonding between steel rebar and concrete surface produces breathing 40 

phenomenon causing contact acoustic nonlinearity (CAN), which generates second 41 

harmonics. Time-frequency analysis is used to estimate the location of debonding in this 42 

study. At a particular frequency, embedded rebar has much greater number of wave modes 43 

in bare rebar. To avoid unnecessary complexity, only longitudinal GW modes for bare and 44 

embedded rebar are excited and received to detect and locate debonding. To precisely 45 

determine the wave mode at excited frequency and frequency of second harmonics, 46 

frequency-wavenumber analysis is performed using 2D-Fast Fourier Transform of time-47 

space data. Three-dimensional explicit finite element simulations are performed for 48 

various case studies and the model is validated by experimentally measured data. The 49 

results of this study show that the proposed method is practically viable and beneficial 50 

for debonding detection and location estimation in reinforced concrete structures. 51 
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 55 

1 Introduction 56 

Civil engineering structures made by reinforced concrete are vital part of our 57 

infrastructure. These structures are subjected to environmental and external loading, 58 

along with corrosion and fatigue, which can lead to damage and degradation. The integrity 59 

of these structures cannot be neglected. The bonding between steel rebar and concrete 60 

develops required strength in reinforced concrete structures. Corrosion and debonding 61 

can significantly reduce the ultimate strength and serviceable life of the reinforced 62 

concrete structure [1]. Different Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) techniques have 63 

been developed by researchers to assess the integrity of various structures. Linear and 64 

nonlinear features of ultrasonic guided waves (GWs) have been proven to be reliable in 65 

damage detection. The linear features of ultrasonic GWs have been found to be sensitive 66 

to gross defects in structures, such as holes, notches and open cracks etc [2]. The nonlinear 67 

features have been recognised to be more sensitive to material nonlinearities, fatigue 68 

cracks, fatigue and material degradation [3, 4]. 69 

 70 

1.1 Linear features of ultrasonic guided waves	71 

Linear features of ultrasonic GWs, for example, wave amplitude, velocity, energy and 72 



 
 

time-of-flight (ToF) were used by many researchers for detecting damage in reinforced 73 

concrete structures and composites. In the literature, GWs have been widely recognized 74 

as one of the promising techniques for damage detection in reinforced concrete structures. 75 

The surface cracks in reinforced concrete can be detected using linear features [5, 6]. Steel 76 

rebar damage in concrete was studied by Lu et al. and Mustapha et al. [7, 8] using linear 77 

features of ultrasonic GWs and they proposed a time reversal method to detect the damage. 78 

Similarly, GWs have also been used to monitor reinforced concrete beam subjected to 79 

damage using embedded and surface bonded piezo electric transducers [9]. Zhu et al. [10] 80 

demonstrated the use of linear features of GWs in detecting debonding between steel and 81 

concrete at various locations in reinforced concrete structures. Wu and Chang [11, 12] 82 

experimentally observed the linear feature of GWs for steel debonding in concrete 83 

subjected to loading. The sensitivity of energy distribution of GWs for debonding 84 

detection using wavelet technique were studied for reinforced concrete [13]. Mohseni and 85 

Ng studied the scattering of linear GWs at surface debonding in fibre reinforced polymer 86 

(FRP) retrofitted concrete structure [14].  87 

Ultrasonic GWs are also capable of monitoring accelerated corrosion at steel bar in 88 

reinforced concrete [15-19]. Recently, Zima and Kedra [20, 21] used one of the linear 89 

features of GWs, time-of-flight of different GW modes, for debonding size estimation in 90 

reinforced concrete beams. They used variation of group velocities in debonded region to 91 



 
 

detect damage. The effect of multiple debondings was also studied but the linear features 92 

were unable to detect the location of debonding. The aforementioned damage detection 93 

methods used the variation in voltage, velocity, time-of-flight, amplitude and energy of 94 

GWs to detect the damage. However, damage detection methods require baseline data as 95 

the damage detection is achieved by comparing the measured data from intact structures 96 

and the structures with the damage. The variation of environmental conditions, such as 97 

temperature and external loading, can make the baseline subtraction fail in extracting the 98 

damage information from the measured data. In the literature, nonlinear features of GWs 99 

have demonstrated their feasibility for damage detection without using the baseline data. 100 

 101 

1.2 Nonlinear features of guided waves	102 

When ultrasonic waves interact with material nonlinearity and/or contact type of damages, 103 

the fundamental wave energy converts into higher harmonics, which is one of the 104 

nonlinear features of GWs. In the literature, nonlinear features of GWs have been proven 105 

to be promising for damage identification and quantification. Soleimanpour and Ng [22] 106 

used second harmonic generation of GWs to detect and locate delamination in laminated 107 

composite beams. Mohseni and Ng demonstrated that the higher harmonic generation in 108 

FRP-retrofitted concrete structures can be used to detect debonding [23]. Chen et al. 109 

showed that the presence of surface cracks in bending concrete also generate second 110 

harmonics due to the breathing effect [24]. But these studies were limited to detect 111 



 
 

debonding between FRP and concrete, or crack in reinforced concrete structures using 112 

second harmonics of GWs. 113 

The presence of debonding between steel rebar and concrete can significantly reduce 114 

the stiffness of the reinforced concrete structures. In the literature, majority of the studies 115 

only used linear features of GWs to detect debonding and they require baseline data to 116 

extract the linear features, which are not sensitive to debonding. It has been recognized 117 

that second harmonic is potential to detect damage without using the baseline data. 118 

Therefore, an insight into the nonlinear features, such as second harmonic, is required to 119 

develop methods for debonding detection. 120 

Second harmonics can be produced due to the presence of material nonlinearity and 121 

imperfections. When wave interacts with weak material nonlinearity, higher order 122 

harmonics are generated and they have been studied by many researchers [25-29]. The 123 

presence of imperfections in materials, such as micro cracks, holes, discontinuities and 124 

delamination produce contact surfaces within material, can lead to the second harmonic 125 

generation [30]. This phenomenon is known as contact acoustic nonlinearity (CAN). 126 

Solodov et al. have described the phenomenon of generation of higher harmonics due to 127 

clapping interfaces in detail [31]. It enables fundamental wave mode generating second 128 

harmonics while interacting with defects. These kinds of studies have been carried out to 129 

detect cracks, fatigue and other defects in plate-like structures [24, 32, 33]. Klepka et al. 130 



 
 

studied nonlinear vibro-acoustic wave interaction mechanism to detect contact damage in 131 

aluminium plate [34]. Guan et al. [35] detected fatigue cracks in pipe using nonlinear 132 

GWs. But the nonlinear features of GWs have not been widely studied for contact type 133 

damages for embedded rebar in concrete. The nonlinear features are baseline free 134 

techniques for damage detection and have therefore advantage over linear features. For 135 

embedded structures such as rebar in concrete, no significant research has been reported 136 

to detect damage using nonlinear features. The paper also studies the time-frequency 137 

analysis, which is used for debonding location estimation. Although linear techniques are 138 

available for damage estimation in embedded rebar but the nonlinear baseline free 139 

technique is proposed to be a useful method in civil engineering applications. This paper 140 

focuses on the use of linear and nonlinear features, i.e. second harmonic of longitudinal 141 

GWs, to detect the debonding between in rebar and concrete. The exposed ends of 142 

embedded rebar are considered for excitation and receiving to understand wave 143 

propagation phenomenon for the fundamental study as mentioned in this paper. 144 

This paper is organized as follows. The proposed methodology is presented in 145 

Section 2. Numerical and experimental investigations are described in Sections 3 and 4, 146 

respectively. The results are then discussed and used to elaborate the use of nonlinear 147 

features in detecting and locating debonding between steel rebar and concrete in Section 148 

5. 149 



 
 

 150 

2 Proposed Methodology 151 

For reinforced concrete structures with debonding between rebar and concrete, there are 152 

two types of nonlinearity can generate second harmonics. They are weakly material 153 

nonlinearity and contact nonlinearity, which is caused by the debonding between steel 154 

rebar and concrete. The study focuses on CAN, which has proven to have much larger 155 

magnitude of second harmonic as compared to that generated by material nonlinearity. 156 

This makes it easier to be used for damage detection [36]. The debonding (contact damage) 157 

can be detected and quantified using a ratio of second harmonic amplitude (𝐴!) to 158 

fundamental frequency amplitude (𝐴"), i.e. 𝛽 = 𝐴!/𝐴", where 𝛽 is nonlinear acoustic 159 

parameter for contact type of damage. 160 

 161 

2.1 Debonding detection using second harmonics	162 

When GW propagates in embedded rebar, various wave modes are generated. Due to the 163 

presence of surrounding concrete, the energy of GW is leaked from rebar to concrete as 164 

shown in Figure 1. However, the energy will not be leaked into concrete if the phase 165 

velocity of propagating wave in rebar is less than the bulk shear and longitudinal 166 

velocities of the concrete. There are two cases of wave energy leakage, (a) when phase 167 

velocity is greater than the bulk shear wave and less than the bulk longitudinal wave 168 



 
 

velocity of concrete, only shear wave is leaked from rebar into concrete; (b) when phase 169 

velocity is greater than both the bulk shear and longitudinal wave velocity of concrete, 170 

both bulk and shear wave energy is leaked from rebar into concrete [37]. Considering the 171 

phase velocity of steel rebar is greater than either shear or longitudinal wave of concrete, 172 

the energy is likely to be leaked into concrete. However, the propagation of GW in 173 

embedded rebar produces multiple wave modes and this will be discussed later. The 174 

leaked energy will not provide enough information for debonding detection. The 175 

interaction of wave propagating in embedded rebar with debonding is the main focus of 176 

this study. The presence of debonding at rebar in concrete creates discontinuity between 177 

rebar and concrete surface and affects the GW propagation. The discontinuity behaves as 178 

contact surface and second harmonics are generated due to the CAN phenomenon as 179 

shown in Figure 1. When a GW with tension and compression components passes through 180 

a debonding region, the contact surfaces of rebar and concrete open due to tensile 181 

components of the wave and close due to compression components. When GW interact 182 

at the debonding, the opening and closing of contact surfaces generate second harmonics. 183 

 184 

 185 
Figure 1. Generation of second harmonics at debonding between rebar and concrete 186 



 
 
 187 

After the GW passed through the debonding, the propagating GW consists of 188 

fundamental and second harmonics. The presence of second harmonic provides valuable 189 

information for debonding detection. The debonding of varying sizes can be quantified 190 

using relative nonlinear acoustic parameter 𝛽 discussed earlier of this section. Based on 191 

the generation of second harmonic, damages can be quantified, and therefore, serves as 192 

an important indicator for SHM. 193 

 194 

2.2 Guided wave modes in bare rebar and rebar embedded in concrete 	195 

For debonding detection in steel rebar reinforced concrete, the GW propagation in bare 196 

rebar and embedded rebar is investigated in this section. It is necessary to understand 197 

different GW modes in bare steel rebar and embedded rebar as shown in Figure 1. Three 198 

GW modes can exist in circular waveguide, they are longitudinal L(0,n), torsional T(0,n) 199 

and flexural F(1,n) wave mode, where n represents the mode order, while 0 and 1 are for 200 

symmetric and asymmetric wave fields, respectively. For rebar embedded in concrete, the 201 

number of flexural GW modes is greater than longitudinal and torsional modes. Moreover, 202 

torsional GW modes have greater attenuation in embedded rebar than flexural and 203 

longitudinal modes. For simplicity in analysis, only longitudinal GW modes are excited 204 

and measured. The group velocity dispersion curve of longitudinal GW modes for 10mm 205 

radius bare circular steel rebar is calculated using DISPERSE software[37]. GW modes 206 



 
 

propagating in structures embedded in concrete have greater number of wave modes. For 207 

10mm radius steel bar embedded in concrete having outer diameter of 100mm, the first 208 

13 longitudinal wave modes were calculated using DISPERSE and the results are shown 209 

as L(0,1) – L(0,13) in Figure 2. The circular cross-section of concrete was chosen because 210 

of simplicity in calculating the dispersion curves in DISPERSE. The properties of the 211 

steel and concrete are listed in Table 1. 212 

[Table 1. Material properties of steel and concrete] 213 

Material Density (kg/m3) Elastic Modulus (GPa) Poisson’s ratio 
Steel 7880 207 0.33 

Concrete 2289 32.5 0.14 

There are only two longitudinal GW modes existed in bare rebar shown as L(0,1)b 214 

and L(0,2)b, while embedded rebar in concrete has 13 longitudinal GW modes within the 215 

frequency range of 0-200 kHz as shown in Figure 2. The subscript b means the results are 216 

for bare rebar. The fastest wave mode in bare rebar is L(0,1)b, while the second order 217 

longitudinal wave mode L(0,2)b appears after 180 kHz. The group velocities of embedded 218 

rebar wave modes L(0,1) – L(0,7) have smaller value than that of L(0,1)b for frequency 219 

less than 132 kHz. 220 



 
 

 221 
Figure 2. Group velocity dispersion curve for bare steel rebar and steel rebar embedded 222 

in concrete 223 

 224 

2.3 Estimation of debonding location using second harmonic	225 

The use of linear features for damage detection in rebar reinforced concrete requires 226 

baseline data from undamaged specimen[38]. Nonlinear feature, such as second harmonic, 227 

is proposed in this study to overcome the shortcomings of linear features. The behaviour 228 

of GWs in bare rebar and rebar embedded in concrete is different in terms of various 229 

mode generation. A schematic diagram of reinforced concrete beam specimen is shown 230 

in Figure 3. When wave is excited at the end of bare steel rebar, GW modes propagate. 231 

Upon entrance into intact concrete, various wave modes are generated, which can be 232 

observed in the dispersion curve of rebar embedded in concrete. These wave modes at 233 

fundamental frequency (𝑓) travel at different wave speeds with few wave modes arriving 234 

earlier than the others. When these wave modes interact with debonding (contact 235 

nonlinearity), second harmonics are produced. The group velocity of second harmonic 236 

wave modes is different to first harmonic and they have different wavelengths at second 237 



 
 

harmonics (2𝑓). Due to the change in velocity, the first harmonic wave arrives the other 238 

end of the rebar at a time different to the second harmonic .  239 

The presence of arrival time delay in first and second harmonics provides valuable 240 

information to determine the debonding location. The second harmonics are not produced 241 

instantly at the interaction of respective fundamental wave mode with contact damage. 242 

There is time delay in generation of second harmonics at debonding when the wave 243 

interacting with contact surfaces. It needs to be taken into account for accurate estimation 244 

of the debonding location. This will be further discussed in Section 5. After passing from 245 

concrete into steel at receiving end, the wave travel at group velocity of wave mode in 246 

bare steel bar at respective frequency.  247 

 248 

Figure 3. Schematics for fundamental and second harmonic wave propagation in 249 
reinforced concrete 250 

The arrival time of first and second harmonics using parameters in Figure 3 can be 251 

calculated 252 
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where  253 

𝑇# = arrival time of first harmonics 254 

𝑇!# = arrival time of second harmonics 255 

𝐿$" = length of bare steel at excitation end 256 

𝐿$! = length of bare steel at receiving end 257 

𝐿' = length of debonding 258 

𝐿&" = length of embedded steel from excitation end till debonding 259 

𝐿&! = length of embedded steel from debonding till receiving end 260 

𝑉%$# = group velocity of first harmonic in bare steel 261 

𝑉%$!# = group velocity of second harmonic in bare steel 262 

𝑉%&# = group velocity of first harmonic for embedded steel in concrete 263 

𝑉%&!# = group velocity of second harmonic for embedded steel in concrete 264 

𝑡' = time delay in generation of second harmonic at debonding  265 

∆𝑡 = difference in time of arrival of first harmonics 𝑇# and second harmonics 𝑇!# 266 

By knowing ∆𝑡 as delay in second harmonics (𝑇!# − 𝑇#), location of debonding as dl 267 

can be found using equation (4) and (5) as 268 

 𝑑( =	
(∆𝑡 − 𝑡' − 𝑐)3𝑉%&!# . 𝑉%&#5

𝑉%&# − 𝑉%&!#
 (3) 

where dl = 𝐿&! +𝐿' and c = )!"
*#!"$

 - )!"
*#!$

	is treated as time difference between first and 269 



 
 

second harmonics waves in bare steel bar at receiving end. The location of debonding 270 

estimated using equation (3) can be used to identify the debonding region. The effect of 271 

varying debonding length at different locations in debonding location estimation is 272 

studied using numerical and experimental analysis. 273 

 274 

3 Finite Element Simulations 275 

3.1 Finite element model of plain rebar and effect of ribs	276 

The pattern on the surface of the ribbed steel rebar provides better bonding and slip 277 

resistance with concrete surface. The maximum bond stress of ribbed rebar is 2-3 times 278 

greater than that of plain rebar[39]. It is, therefore, important to observe the propagation 279 

of GWs in plain and ribbed rebar. The ribbed and plain rebar are modelled in 280 

Abaqus/Explicit. The plain rebar is modelled as circular cross-section with 20mm 281 

diameter while the ribbed rebar is modelled using spiral solid as ribs on the plain rebar. 282 

Typical dimensions of ribbed rebar are selected for the ribs on plain rebar in the model. 283 

The 20mm diameter of plain rebar is reduced to 19mm diameter with circular cross-284 

section of spiral being 1mm in radius. The spiral is given 69 revolutions throughout 285 

700mm length of plain rebar with10mm spacing between the ribs. With one complete 286 

circular revolution as 360°, total 24,840° of revolution are applied to spiral rib. The inner 287 

diameter of hollow spiral with 1mm thickness is the same as outside diameter of plain 288 



 
 

rebar. This allows them to be bonded together perfectly. Using tie constraints, the spiral 289 

ribs are perfectly bonded to the plain rebar to form the ribbed rebar as shown in Figure 4. 290 

  291 

 292 
Figure 4. Meshing of ribbed rebar in ABAQUS 293 

 294 

The Hann-windowed 8-cycle sinusoidal tone burst signal with central frequency of 295 

80kHz was used as excitation pulse. At this frequency, the longitudinal wave mode 296 

L(0,1)b is well separated from higher order modes. Excitation signal was applied as the 297 

pressure to the cross-section of at the bar end. The hexagonal mesh type of 1mm size was 298 

chosen type for meeting quality meshing and this gives Le = +
!,

, where 𝜆  is the 299 

wavelength and Le is the mesh size[40]. The finite element (FE) was chosen as C3D8R 300 

with three-dimensional (3D) stress and 8-noded solid element with reduced integration. 301 

The duration of the simulation is 0.7ms. The longitudinal GWs received at the other end 302 

of the plain and ribbed rebar were obtained by calculating the displacement in the 303 

direction of pressure applied. The obtained signals are shown in Figure 5. The signals 304 

received at the end of the plain and ribbed rebar are similar. The ribbed pattern on plain 305 

rebar does not have any significant effect on the GW propagation property. The 306 



 
 

wavelength of the excited pulse is 55mm, which is much larger than the rib spacing 307 

(10mm) on ribbed rebar. Therefore, the longitudinal GWs do not interact with ribs and 308 

generate other wave modes or reflection. In view of this, the plain rebar was used for 309 

debonding study in reinforced concrete due to ease of FE modelling, geometrical and 310 

practical considerations. 311 

 312 

 313 
Figure 5. Comparison of L(0,1)b wave mode propagation in plain and ribbed rebar 314 

 315 

The group velocity of the wave propagation can be calculated using	𝑉- =	
∆'
∆/

, where 316 

∆𝑑 and ∆𝑡 are the distance and time difference between two measurement points of 317 

propagating wave, respectively. The group velocities of L(0,1)b at various frequencies 318 

calculated using FE model are plotted against theoretical dispersion curve, which were 319 

also validated through experimental study in Section 4. For the rebar embedded in 320 

concrete, various longitudinal GW modes were observed at a single frequency, which 321 

makes it complicated to separate the wave modes and calculate the group velocities. 322 

Considering this complexity, the group velocity dispersion was only validated for bare 323 



 
 

rebar. 324 

 325 

3.2 Finite element model of reinforced concrete beam	326 

A reinforced concrete beam with cross-section of 100mm×100mm and length of 700mm 327 

was selected for the study. The reinforcing rebar has 10mm radius with total length of 328 

900mm and similar properties as listed in Table 1. The reinforcing rebar is extruding 329 

100mm outside from each end of the beam for the ease of installation, wave excitation 330 

and measurement. A schematic diagram of the specimen is shown in Figure 6. 331 

 332 

 333 
Figure 6. Reinforced concrete beam specimen (a) longitudinal view (b) cross-section 334 

 335 

A 3D explicit FE method was used to study the generation and propagation of 336 

longitudinal GW in reinforced concrete beam as shown in Figure 7. The model is 337 

developed in Abaqus/CAE and is solved using Abaqus/Explicit. In reinforced concrete 338 

beam, the steel used for bare rebar FE model is restrained by increasing its length to 900 339 

mm. For developing a reinforced concrete beam model, the steel rebar and rectangular 340 

concrete cross-section having 20mm ∅ hole in centre is perfectly bonded together using 341 

tie constraints on the concrete and steel interfacial surfaces. A Hann-windowed 8-cycle 342 



 
 

tone burst signal at central frequency of 80 kHz is used as excitation signal from one end 343 

of extruding rebar by applying pressure on the surface of rebar at Point E. The mesh size 344 

for steel and concrete is 1mm as Le = +
!,

 [40]. The element for meshing is set to be three-345 

dimensional eight-noded (C3D8R) having sweep hexagonal mesh type. For 346 

understanding the propagation of longitudinal GWs through the reinforced concrete beam, 347 

the displacement in the direction of rebar is measured at Point D. Initially, two reinforced 348 

concrete beam models with and without debonding are considered.  349 

 350 

 351 

Figure 7. 3D view of the finite element model for reinforced concrete beam 352 

 353 

To create the debonding between the rebar and concrete, the tie constraint between 354 

steel rebar and concrete surface is removed for the length of the debonding. To model the 355 

CAN effect for debonding, the circumferential surface of rebar for the debonding length 356 

was made to be clapped with concrete surface to generate second harmonic due to 357 

breathing effect. The simulation of the surface–surface contact interaction with 358 

frictionless surface was solved using penalty contact method. The perfectly bonded model 359 



 
 

is referred as Case N0, while the debonded specimen with debonding length of 100mm 360 

from region A-B shown in Figure 6 is referred as Case N1. The time-domain signal for 361 

cases N0 and N1 are shown in Figure 8, which are longitudinal GW modes with the 362 

estimated of arrival time using the group velocity dispersion curves as shown in Figure 2. 363 

 364 

 365 
Figure 8. Time domain signal for numerical model (a) Case N0 without debonding (b) 366 

Case N1 with debonding 367 

 368 

It is clearly represented that the L(0,1) wave mode arrives later than other higher 369 

order wave modes at the measurement location. The location of longitudinal wave modes 370 

i.e. L(0,1 – L0,5) on time domain signal is defined based on the group velocity dispersion 371 

curve for longitudinal wave. The higher order longitudinal wave modes, i.e. L(0,2), L(0,3) 372 

& L(0,4), arrive before L(0,1). The wave mode L(0,5) has group velocity slower than 373 

L(0,1) and it arrives after the L(0,1) wave. The variation in linear feature as time of arrival 374 

of various GW modes in debonded specimen requires baseline measurements from fully 375 



 
 

bonded specimen[7, 8]. Therefore, the time domain signal for debonded beam model 376 

alone does not provide significant information for the damage identification. The 377 

nonlinear features of second harmonics needs to be analysed for debonding detection and 378 

location estimation.  379 

The simulation for representing behaviour of longitudinal GWs with debonding in 380 

rebar reinforced concrete is performed in shorter beam model to reduce the computation 381 

cost. For simulation purpose, the reinforced concrete beam specimen is reduced to 382 

500mm in total length with 100mm length of plain rebar extruding out from each end 383 

leaving 300mm of embedded rebar in concrete. The cross-section of concrete and steel 384 

rebar is retained as same as in Figure 6(b) with similar material properties. The debonding 385 

length is chosen to be 100mm at the center embedded rebar in concrete. The numerical 386 

simulation for debonded specimen clearly represents the CAN effect at the location of 387 

debonding as shown in Figure 9. At the location of perfect bonding, the steel and concrete 388 

interfaces have compression and tension motion of GWs together, while the debonded 389 

region represents the opening and closure of debonded surface due to the breathing effect. 390 

The generation of secondary GW modes is studied using frequency analysis of time 391 

domain data after the discussion and comparison with experimental data in Section 4. 392 



 
 

 393 
Figure 9. Numerical simulation representing CAN for debonding between steel rebar 394 

and concrete interface 395 

 396 

4 Experimental Verification  397 

In experimental study, the investigation for presence of debonding is carried out for the 398 

reinforced concrete beam specimen. As observed in time domain signal obtained from the 399 

FE model of specimen with the debonding, the information about presence of debonding 400 

is not obvious. Therefore, the time-frequency analysis is used to analyse the signal 401 

obtained from debonded and fully bonded reinforced concrete beam specimens. The 402 

experimentally measured time domain signals for bare and embedded plain rebar in 403 

concrete are compared with FE models. 404 

 405 

4.1 Longitudinal guided wave in plain rebar	406 

The propagation of longitudinal GW in plain rebar is compared with FE model described 407 

in 3.1. The plain steel rebar of 450mm in length and 20mm diameter is selected and has 408 

the same properties as those used in the numerical study for plain rebar. The longitudinal 409 

GW in steel rebar is actuated and received using 2mm thick and 10mm diameter circular 410 



 
 

piezoceramic transducers, which were attached to the centre of the cross-section located 411 

at the ends of the plain rebar as shown in Figure 10(a). The attached circular transducer 412 

at excitation location applies pressure to surface of rebar end and this is modelled in the 413 

numerical simulations. The signal is generated using National Instrument (NI) PXIe-1073, 414 

which has arbitrary waveform generator NI PXI-5412 and measured using signal digitizer 415 

NI PXI-5105. The NI system was connected to computer to generate and record the data. 416 

The same system setup was used for study in reinforced concrete beam specimen. A 417 

similar signal, which is a 8-cycle 80kHz sinusoidal tone burst modulated by Hann-418 

windowed, was used in numerical case study and it was excited at the end of the plain 419 

rebar. The generated signal has 5V (peak-to-peak) amplitude, which was further amplified 420 

ten times using KRON-HITE 7500 amplifier.  421 

 422 

 423 
Figure 10. (a) PZT installed at the end of the plain rebar (b) comparison of experimentally 424 
measured longitudinal GW signal with FE calculated signal from bare plain rebar 425 

 426 

The signals obtained from bare rebar was normalized so that they can be compared 427 

with the data obtained from the FE simulations. The normalized signals are shown in 428 



 
 

Figure 10(b). The experimentally measured signal has good agreement with the numerical 429 

results. In this study, the group velocity of L(0,1)b wave was calculated using the time of 430 

arrival of the absolute peak amplitude for the rebar. The excitation frequency from 50 431 

kHz to 200 kHz were calculated for bare plain rebar and shown in the group velocity 432 

dispersion curve in Figure 11. The results of the theoretical dispersion curve from 433 

DISPERSE are also shown in the same figure. The group velocity dispersion curve for 434 

numerical, experimental and theoretical values have good agreement as shown in Figure 435 

10. 436 

 437 
Figure 11. Group velocity dispersion curves for plain rebar 438 

 439 

4.2 Longitudinal guided wave in reinforced concrete beam 	440 

To carry out experimental investigations, the reinforced concrete beam specimens with 441 

and without debonding were casted. The reinforced concrete beam has the same 442 

dimensions, i.e. 100mm×100mm×900mm, as the FE model shown in Figure 6. There is 443 

a section of 100mm of plain rebar extruding out from both ends. Before pouring concrete, 444 

the 900mm long plain rebar was placed at centre of 100mm×100mm cross-section 445 

formwork having the length of 700mm. In this manner, the remaining 200mm length of 446 



 
 

the plain rebar is extruded outside the formwork at both ends. The normal strength 447 

concrete was prepared with cement, sand and coarse aggregate with ratio as 1:2.5:4. The 448 

maximum size of coarse aggregate is 10mm. Two specimens were casted, in which one 449 

of them has debonding and the other is fully bonded (without debonding), to investigate 450 

the presence of second harmonic. The debonding in the specimen was created using Mylar 451 

sheet, which was wrapped around the whole surface of plain rebar at the location of 452 

500mm from excitation location. The length of the debonding is 100mm as shown in 453 

Figure 12, which is the same as the debonding considered in the numerical model. The 454 

sheet was tightly held in place to avoid the passage of cementitious material below the 455 

Mylar. 456 

 457 

Figure 12. Debonding using Mylar sheet in plain rebar reinforced concrete specimen 458 

 459 

The circular piezoceramic transducers are attached to the reinforced concrete beam 460 

specimens with and without debonding using epoxy glue. The experimental setup for 461 

generating and receiving of longitudinal GWs in beam specimens is shown in Figure 13. 462 

The 8-cycle sinusoidal tone burst signal with central frequency of 80kHz excited at left 463 

end of rebar had 5V (peak-to-peak) amplitude, which is amplified 50 times using KRON-464 



 
 

HITE amplifier to ensure the wave has large enough amplitude to generate CAN 465 

phenomenon at the debonding. Before taking measurements, it has been confirmed that 466 

there is no source of external interference at the frequencies of interest. Along with 467 

debonded sample, fully bonded sample is also tested to further confirm the nonlinearity 468 

generated due to the debonding. 469 

 470 

 471 
Figure 13. Experimental setup for debonding detection in reinforced concrete beam 472 

 473 

The time domain signals for fully bonded and debonded specimens, which are 474 

experimental cases E0 and E1, were acquired in the experiment, are compared with the 475 

FE results as shown in Figures 14(a) and 14(b), respectively. The NI system has sampling 476 

rate of 6× 100 samples per second with 14-bit depth. There is no significant difference 477 

in time domain signal between the fully bonded and debonded specimen. 478 



 
 

 479 
Figure 14. Experiment and FE time domain signal obtained from specimen (a) without 480 

bonding, and (b) with a debonding 481 

 482 

The time domain signal is analysed in frequency domain using Fast Fourier 483 

Transform (FFT) with sample length of 65536 samples. The results of FFT transform are 484 

shown in Figure 15. A1 and A2 represents the normalized amplitude of FFT at excitation 485 

frequency (80kHz) and second harmonics (160kHz) respectively. The second harmonic 486 

can be clearly oberseved in the data obtained from debonded specimen. 487 

 488 

Figure 15. FFT transformed experimental and FE data obtained from the bonded and 489 
debonded specimens 490 

 491 

For fully bonded specimens, the amplitude of frequency spectrum at the frequency 492 

of the second harmonic (160 kHz) is negligible as compared to the debonded speicmens. 493 

The observed peak at second harmonic frequency for debonded speicmen obviously 494 



 
 

indicates the presence of the debonding. For debonded sample, the nonlinear acoustic 495 

parameter 𝛽 was calculated to be 0.048 and 0.054 for FE and experiment, respectively. 496 

The generation of the second harmonic is due to the CAN effect when the wave interacts 497 

at the debonding. Therefore, the presence of various wave modes in reinforced concrete 498 

can be adavantageous in a way that the amplitude of second harmonic is amplified due to 499 

multiple wave modes generating second harmonics. Therefore, the second harmonic can 500 

be used to detect debonding. 501 

For locating debonding, the arrival time of second harmonic wave due to the 502 

debonding provides valuable information of the debonding location. The time domain 503 

signal is converted into time-frequency spectrum using Short-Time Fourier Transform 504 

(STFT). For time-frequency analysis, other methods as Wavelet Transform (WT) 505 

continuous or discrete co-exists. They can be used for good time-scale resolution as an 506 

alternative for future consideration. However, due to the uniform distribution of 507 

windowing function and segments, STFT was adopted. STFT utilizes the short duration 508 

time window 𝜏 and applies FFT on windowing function, which sweeps across the whole 509 

time domain signal 𝑡. It is mathematically described as[41] 510 

 
𝑆(𝑡, 𝜔) = > 𝑓(𝜏).𝑊(
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where 𝑆(𝑡, 𝜔) represents the time-frequency spectrum, 𝑓(𝜏) is the FFT function and 511 

𝑊(𝜏 − 𝑡)  is Hann-windowed function selected on time domain signal. The time-512 



 
 

frequency spectrum of experimentally measured and FE simulated data for fully bonded 513 

specimen are shown in Figures 16(a) and 16(b), respectively. The window length for 514 

STFT was selected to be 4096. The excitation frequency is 𝑓=80kHz and 2𝑓=160kHz is 515 

the second harmonic frequency. In Figure 16, the absence of the second harmonic wave 516 

at 2𝑓  shows that there is no debonding or contact type of damage in fully bonded 517 

specimen.  518 

 519 
Figure 16. Time frequency spectrum of (a) experimentally measured and (b) FE 520 

simulated data for fully bonded specimen 521 

For debonding specimen, the time-frequency analysis was also used to process the 522 

experimentally measured and FE calculated data. As observed from Figure 15, the 523 

normalized amplitude of the second harmonic is smaller than the amplitude at the 524 

excitation frequency. To clearly observe the spectrum around 𝑓  and 2𝑓 , the time-525 

frequency spectrum is plotted at different scales for the debonded specimens. So, the 526 

second harmonic waves are detected at 2𝑓 for both experimentally measured and FE 527 

calculated data as shown in Figures 17(a) and 17(b), respectively. 528 



 
 

 529 

Figure 17. Time frequency spectrum of (a) experimentally measured and (b) FE 530 
simulated data for debonded specimen 531 

From the group velocity dispersion curve of the rebar embedded in concrete, L(0,2) 532 

is the fastest and L(0,4) is the second fastest longitudinal wave mode at 80kHz. In bare 533 

rebar, only L(0,1)b is the propagating wave mode. Using the group velocity of the 534 

longitudinal wave modes for the rebar in embedded in concrete and bare rebar, the arrival 535 

time of L(0,4) is estimated to be around 0.35ms and appears to be more dominant than 536 

L(0,2) which arrives just before L(0,4) as seen in Figure 17. For time-frequency spectrum 537 

around 2𝑓, there are multiple wave modes propagating, which makes it complicated to 538 

identify second harmonic wave using only the information of the group velocities because 539 

the location of debonding is unknown. Therefore, the identification of multiple wave 540 

modes at second harmonic frequency for debonding location estimation is more 541 

challenging. It requires more physical insights into the presence of the wave modes 542 

propagating at 𝑓 and 2𝑓, which is discussed using frequency wavenumber analysis in 543 

Section 5. By carefully looking into the arrival times of the corresponding wave mode at 544 

𝑓 and 2𝑓, the location of debonding can be determined in the case studies in Section 5. 545 



 
 

 546 

5 Case Studies 547 

In Section 4, the FE model has been verified that it can be used to accurately predict the 548 

wave propagation and second harmonic generation due to CAN at the debonding. This 549 

section provides a series of numerical case studies using this experimentally verified FE 550 

model to study the effect of varying debonding length on the amplitude of the second 551 

harmonic. The determination of debonding location using the second harmonic wave 552 

generated at the debonding is also demonstrated in this section. 553 

5.1 Second harmonics for debonding damage detection 554 

A series of numerical case studies considered in this study are summarised in Table 2, in 555 

which different lengths and locations of debondings are considered. The setup of the FE 556 

model is the same as the model shown in Figure 6. The wave is excited at location E and 557 

the wave signal is measured at the Point D. 558 

 559 

[Table 2. Summary of debonding cases in reinforced concrete beam] 560 

Debonding 
Cases 

Debonding length 
(mm) 

Midpoint of debonding from receiving 
location i.e. Point D (mm) 

N1 100 350 
N2 50 375 
N3 100 550 
N4 100 450 
N5 150 375 

 561 



 
 

 562 
Figure 18. Time domain signals for debonding cases (a) N2, (b) N3, (c) N4, (d) N5 563 

(results for debonding case N1 can be found in Figure 8(b)) 564 

The signals received at end of the rebar for debonded cases N2-N5 shown in Figure 565 

18 are converted into frequency domain to identify the presence of any debonding. The 566 

FFT was performed using sample length of 65536 samples. As discussed in Section 2, the 567 

second harmonics are generated due to the CAN when the wave interact with the 568 

debonding. With complexity of various wave modes presented in time domain, it is 569 

challenging to identify any secondary wave generated in time domain signal. However, 570 

the frequency component of time domain can clearly distinguish the secondary wave 571 

generated due to the interaction between the fundamental frequency wave modes and 572 

debonding as shown in Figure 19 for debonded cases N2-N5. The variation in debonding 573 

length has impact on the amplitude of the second harmonic generation. The amplitudes 574 

of the frequency spectrum are plotted in logarithmic scale, where A" and A! represents 575 



 
 

the amplitude of fundamental and second harmonic, respectively. The second harmonic 576 

is presence in the frequency domain of the signal in all debonding cases. 577 

 578 

Figure 19. FFT analysis for debonded cases (a) N2, (b) N3, (c) N4, (d) N5 579 
(results of debonding case N1 can be found in Figure 15) 580 

 581 

The contact phenomenon generates the secondary waves and it gives valuable 582 

information about the presence of any damage without any baseline measurements. 583 

However, for locating damage, the information about wave modes at second harmonics 584 

is essential. Before developing information about wave mode content in debonded 585 

specimens, we must be aware of the presence of various wave modes for the selected 586 

reinforced concrete beam specimen as shown in Figure 6. When GW enters into 587 

reinforced concrete, L(0,1)b wave mode is converted into five longitudinal GW modes i.e. 588 

L(0,1) - L (0,5) at 80kHz as seen from dispersion curve comparison in Figure 2. 589 

For excitation frequency 𝑓  i.e. 80kHz L(0,1)b travelling at 4500m/s reduces to 590 

L(0,1) at 1780m/s for embedded rebar with higher order generated wave modes travelling 591 



 
 

at greater group velocity. At second harmonic frequency of 2𝑓  i.e. 160kHz, various 592 

higher order wave modes are presented. When all propagating wave modes at 𝑓 interact 593 

with debonding region, the second harmonic wave modes are generated. The longitudinal 594 

GW modes increase from 5 to 10 at 2𝑓. The presence of wave modes at 2𝑓 entirely 595 

depends upon the interaction of fundamental wave modes with debonding, which is not 596 

the case with wave modes at 𝑓 for which signal is excited. It is necessary to understand 597 

that upon interaction with contact surfaces, which dominant second harmonic wave 598 

modes will propagate in embedded rebar. The characteristics of wave mode content 599 

propagating after debonding is studied using frequency wavenumber analysis. 600 

 601 

5.2 Frequency Wavenumber analysis for bare and embedded rebar in concrete 602 

The wave data extracted over space for known time provides valuable information about 603 

presence of wave modes propagating in space[42]. The two-dimensional Fast Fourier 604 

transform (2D-FFT) is implemented on time-space wavefield to acquire frequency 605 

wavenumber representation. In the time-space wave data analysis, frequency is the 606 

representation of time and wavenumber is the representation of space for the propagating 607 

wave. The longitudinal GW data over time-space can be transformed into frequency 608 

wavenumber representation and it is mathematically defined as 609 

 
𝑈(𝑓, 𝑘) = 	 > > 𝑢(𝑡, 𝑥)𝑒37(!49/3:;)𝑑𝑡𝑑𝑥
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where 𝑈(𝑓, 𝑘) is frequency wavenumber representation obtained using 2D-FFT of time-610 

space data. 𝑢 represents displacement of propagating longitudinal wave. 𝑡 and 𝑥 is 611 

time and distance data, respectively. The presence of dominating wave mode content can 612 

be reflected in time-frequency spectrum.  613 

Frequency wavenumber spectrum analysis is carried out for a distance of 200mm in 614 

the rebar embedded in concrete, which is the region between Point B and C as shown in 615 

Figure 6(a) and the region is located after the debonding. The longitudinal displacement 616 

is obtained for 0.8ms at every 2mm in this region. In Figure 20(a), the frequency 617 

wavenumber spectrum for various wave modes propagating from frequency 0 to 200kHz 618 

is plotted together with the results obtained from DISPERSE. The spectrum clearly shows 619 

the presence of fundamental frequency wave modes at 80kHz and second harmonic wave 620 

modes at 160kHz. The spectrum for rebar embedded in concrete shows the presence of 621 

L(0,1) – L(0,5) GW modes at 𝑓=80kHz with L(0,4) having the most dominant wave 622 

mode content. At 2𝑓=160kHz, L(0,6) – L(0,10) GW modes are generated, which have 623 

small amplitude in the spectrum, and hence, the L(0,4) is the dominant wave mode at 2𝑓. 624 

Therefore, this make it easy to identify its time of arrival for L(0,4). The value of the 625 

group velocity of L(0,4) at 2𝑓 is less than that at 𝑓. This means that L(0,4) GW mode 626 

at 2𝑓 arrives after L(0,4) GW mode at 𝑓 in the time-frequency spectrum. 627 

 After debonding region, all GW modes for the rebar embedded in concrete at 𝑓 and 628 

2𝑓 upon entering into bare rebar travel with group velocity of L(0,1)b at 𝑓 and 2𝑓, 629 



 
 

respectively. This is confirmed by performing the frequency wavenumber analysis from 630 

the data obtained in the bare rebar region C-D as shown in Figure 6(a). Similarly, the 631 

time-space data is acquired for 1ms at every 2mm in this 100mm long section of the 632 

extruding rebar. The frequency wavenumber spectrum for bare rebar has only one 633 

propagating GW mode L(0,1)b as shown in Figure 20(b) at 𝑓 and 2𝑓. The information 634 

about GW mode content in embedded and bare rebar regions is essential for choosing 635 

dominant wave mode content in debonding location estimation using time-frequency 636 

analysis. 637 

 638 

Figure 20. Frequency-wavenumber spectrum for propagating longitudinal wave (a) 639 
after debonding for rebar embedded in concrete, and (b) extruding bare rebar 640 

 641 

5.3 Time delay in second harmonic generation for dominant wave mode  642 

The fundamental GW modes propagating in embedded rebar generates secondary wave 643 

modes upon interaction with debonding damage. As shown in Figure 2, L(0,2) is the 644 



 
 

fastest wave mode for embedded rebar at 𝑓 and is followed by L(0,4), L(0,3), L(0,1,) 645 

and L(0,5) in order. However, L(0,4) has proven to be the more dominant as compared to 646 

L(0,2) frequency wavenumber analysis. Upon interaction with debonding, the L(0,4) 647 

wave mode at 𝑓 generates second harmonic L(0,4) wave mode, which is also the most 648 

dominant wave mode at 2𝑓  as proven from frequency wavenumber analysis. To 649 

accurately determine the location of debonding, the time delay in generation of second 650 

harmonic needs to be taken into account.  651 

For verifying the presence of time delay, time-frequency spectrum analysis is carried 652 

out using STFT for the data obtained at Point A as shown in Figure 6(a). The time-653 

frequency spectrum is analysed at 2𝑓 . The arrival time of L(0,4) wave mode at 𝑓 654 

depends upon the group velocity of L(0,1)b wave mode at	𝑓 in bare rebar (region E-F in 655 

Figure 6) and L(0,4) wave mode at 𝑓 in embedded rebar (region F-A in Figure 6). The 656 

arrival time is estimated to be 2.36× 103=s as shown by solid line in Figure 21. From 657 

results in frequency-wavenumber analysis, the dominant L(0,4) second harmonic wave 658 

mode will be propagating after debonding. The dominant wave mode content at 2𝑓 shall 659 

appear at the arrival time of L(0,4) at 𝑓. However, the time-frequency spectrum shows a 660 

time delay in the arrival time of L(0,4) second harmonic wave mode. The time delay is 661 

6× 103>s as shown in Figure 21, which is calculated by measuring the delayed arrival 662 

time at peak amplitude of 2𝑓. The delay is due to the time for generating the second 663 



 
 

harmonic wave when the incident wave interacts with the debonding. 664 

 665 
Figure 21. Time-frequency spectrum of the data obtained at Point A from the rebar 666 

embedded in concrete 667 

The calculated time delay 𝑡' is used to estimate the location of debonding. For the 668 

embedded rebar, the group velocity L(0,4) wave mode at 𝑓 is around 2700m/s while for 669 

L(0,5) wave mode at 2𝑓 is around 1900m/s, which indicates that the dominant second 670 

harmonic L(0,4) wave mode arrive after L(0,4) wave mode at 𝑓  in time-frequency 671 

spectrum. 672 

 673 

5.4 Debonding location estimation	674 

The analysis in Section 5.3 has provided valuable information on the dominant wave 675 

mode content at 2𝑓 and time-delay in the generation of second harmonic wave mode. 676 

For estimating the location of debonding, the arrival times of L(0,4) wave mode at	𝑓 and 677 

2𝑓  are utilized. Time-frequency spectrum of debonding cases N2-N5, which are 678 

individually analysed at different scales for distinguishing the spectrum at 𝑓 and 2𝑓 as 679 

0-1 and 0-0.1, are shown in Figures 22(a)-22(d). The amplitudes at the 𝑓 and 2𝑓 of the 680 

time-frequency spectrum are shown in Figure 23 and the amplitudes are normalized. The 681 

arrival times of L(0,4) wave mode at 𝑓 and 2𝑓 are estimated by the respective peak 682 



 
 

amplitudes. For the data at the excitation frequency f=80kHz, although the magnitudes of 683 

the peaks appear to be more dominant than the first peak, which is the arrival time of 684 

L(0,4) wave mode, it is entirely due to the presence of L(0,3), L(0,1) and L(0,5) wave 685 

modes enlarging the amplitudes of the waves arrived after L(0,4). 686 

 687 
Figure 22. Time-frequency spectrum for debonding cases (a) N2, (b) N3, (c) N4, (d) N5 688 

(results of debonding case N1 can be found in Figure 17(b)) 689 

 690 

At 2𝑓, the peak amplitude lies at L(0,4) wave mode and its time of arrival is 691 

estimated using peak amplitude of time frequency spectrums and their respective FT plots. 692 

The arrival time of L(0,4) at 𝑓 and 2𝑓 is selected at the center of L(0,4) wave mode 693 

time frequency spectrum. The difference in arrival time of  L(0,4) at 𝑓 and 2𝑓 gives 694 

∆𝑡 as defined in section 2. Using equation 3 derived in section 2.3 and utilizing the time 695 

delay 𝑡' , the debonding location estimated for debonding cases N2-N5 are shown in 696 

Table 3. 697 



 
 

 698 

[Table 3. Debonding location estimation using second harmonic wave] 699 

 700 

 701 
Figure 23. Amplitudes at f and 2f of the frequency-time spectrum for debonding cases 702 

(a) N1, (b) N2, (c) N3, (d) N4 and (e) N5 703 

Debonding 
Cases 

Wave 
Frequency 

(kHz) 

Arrival time (s) of 
L(0,4) at Point D, 

(receiving location) 

Estimated 
debonding 

location from 
Point D (mm) 

Actual debonding 
location from Point D 

(mm) (Start – End 
location of debonding)  

N1 
160 4.78× 103= 

351 300-400 
80 3.50× 103= 

N2 
160 4.90× 103= 

371 350-400 
80 3.60× 103= 

N3 
160 5.10× 103= 

560 500-600 
80 3.50× 103= 

N4 
160 4.92× 103= 

448 400-500 
80 3.50× 103= 

N5 
160 4.70× 103= 

371 250-400 
80 3.40× 103= 



 
 

The locations of debondings for all debonded cases are accurately estimated and lie 704 

within the debonding region as shown in Table 3. For varying debonding lengths, the 705 

estimation of location is around the center of debonding. For experimental case E1 with 706 

debonding, the arrival time of L(0,4) wave mode at 𝑓  and 2𝑓  is estimated as 707 

3.52× 103=s and 4.80× 103=s, respectively, as shown in Figure 17(a). The estimated 708 

debonding location is 356mm from Point D, which is within the actual debonding start-709 

end location, 300mm–400mm, from Point D. Therefore, the nonlinear features of 710 

longitudinal guided waves can be used to accurately determine the location of debonding 711 

in rebar reinforced concrete.  712 

 713 

5.5 Relationship between nonlinear acoustic parameter and debonding length	714 

The presence of second harmonic is sensitive to the size of debonding. The amplitude of 715 

second harmonic generated varies with the length of debonding as observed in FFT 716 

analysis. The nonlinear acoustic parameter 𝛽  as defined in section 2 is used to 717 

understand the relation for varying debonding sizes with generated second harmonic.  718 

Three debonded cases N1, N2 and N5 with varying debonding lengths at fixed 719 

location are selected. The peak normalized amplitude around excitation frequency 𝑓 i.e. 720 

A1 and normalized amplitude around second harmonic frequency 2𝑓, i.e. A2 is used to 721 

calculate 𝛽, which is plotted against debonding length for selected cases as shown in 722 

Figure 24. With increasing debonding length, the nonlinear acoustic parameter 𝛽 also 723 



 
 

increases. By looking at Figure 24, the relation between 𝛽 and debonding length appear 724 

to be nonlinear and increasing. Therefore, the amplitude of second harmonic generated is 725 

larger for greater debonding lengths.  726 

 727 
Figure 24. Relative nonlinear acoustic parameter for different debonding lengths 728 

 729 

6 Conclusion  730 

In this study, the nonlinear feature of longitudinal GW has been proposed to detect and 731 

locate debonding in reinforced concrete beam. The nonlinear feature, second harmonic, 732 

is generated due to CAN effect at debonding. Both numerical and experimental studies 733 

have been carried out in this study. The FE model of reinforced concrete beam with and 734 

without debonding has been developed to predict the presence of second harmonic due to 735 

CAN at debonding. The FE model has also been experimentally verified. There is good 736 

agreement between FE simulated and experimentally measured second harmonics. The 737 

numerical and experimental studies have provided physical insights into the second 738 

harmonic generation at debonding.  739 

 It has been found that the time delay in generating the second harmonic wave when 740 

the incident wave interacts with debonding needs to be considered for estimating the 741 



 
 

debonding location. Due to the presence of multiple longitudinal GW modes in reinforced 742 

concrete beam at excitation frequency and second harmonics frequency, frequency-743 

wavenumber analysis has been performed to understand various propagating wave modes.  744 

Five different debonded cases with varying debonding size and location have been 745 

studied. Time-frequency spectrum has been used to analyse signals for location estimation. 746 

The results have shown that second harmonic can be used to accurately detect the 747 

existence of debonding and the debonding location. Finally, the study has also shown that 748 

there is a relationship between the relative nonlinear acoustic parameter to the debonding 749 

size and it can be used as an indicator of the debonding size. 750 
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